Abstract-Multicore fibers (MCFs) are one of the main technological enablers for space-division multiplexing. In principle, MCFs could scale the fiber capacity by a factor equal to the number of cores, but in practice such increase is hindered by transmission impairments due to the inter-core crosstalk between adjacent lit cores. The entity of such crosstalk depends on the number of cores and on their disposition within the fiber cladding, and also on the baud rate and modulation format used for transmission. As first MCF applications are expected over point-to-point systems, in this paper we concentrate on the resource allocation over a single link. Specifically, we study the Baud rate, Modulation format, Core and Spectrum Assignment problem in a multicore flexi-grid link, considering distanceadaptive reaches for different baud rates, modulation formats, and crosstalk impairments. We show that the problem is NP-hard and provide two integer linear programs, as well as heuristic approaches to solve it over large/practical traffic instances. Our problem formulations incorporate modeling of the exact inter-core crosstalk contributions depending on the number of lit neighbor cores. Numerical results are provided in a highspatial-efficiency 19-core fiber considering different transmission impairment conditions. Index Terms-Multi-core optical fibers, core and spectrum assignment, inter-core crosstalk.
I. INTRODUCTION Space Division Multiplexing (SDM) techniques are under investigation as means to increase the capacity of optical networks. Multi-core fibers (MCFs), constituted by a group of physically-separated single-mode cores within the same cladding, have been recently demonstrated [1] , [2] and several MCF network architectures are being proposed [3] [4] [5] . Theoretically, MCF can scale fiber capacity by a factor equal to the number of cores, while increasing core density with respect to the use of bundles of separate fibers. However, intercore crosstalk between adjacent cores introduces transmission impairments, leading to a tradeoff between increase in utilization of the cores and decrease in signal reach. The entity of such crosstalk depends on the number of cores in the same fiber, on their refraction index profile and disposition within the cladding, and on the diameter of the fiber itself [2] .
First demonstrations of MCF transmission have mostly focused on point-to-point single-link transmission (see recent experiments of beyond Pbps transmission in [6] ). A recent multicore testbed demonstrated in [7] considers a network composed by 3 links, only two out of those supporting multicore transmission. As a matter of fact, practical adoption of MCF in optical networks requires the development of network devices such as optical amplifiers and optical switches capable of supporting multicore transmission, but the research and prototyping of such devices is currently still in its infancy (see [8] for a preliminary assessment of a spatial light modulator optical switch for MCF). Most probably, also first operational implementations of MCF transmission will appear on point-to-point systems: for example, application of MCF for intra-datacenter high-speed transmission has been devised [9] . However, even in this simplified scenario, optimal resource allocation is not trivial, due to the contrasting factors discussed before.
Hence, in this paper we consider a single multi-core flexigrid optical link and we focus on the problem of how to identify the core, spectrum, baud rate and modulation format assignments that optimize a given objective, e.g. spectrum occupation or number of transceivers to serve a given traffic. More formally, given a set of traffic requests to be transmitted over a multicore link, the problem consists in i) assigning a core to every traffic flow; ii) choosing a combination of baud rate and modulation format for the transceivers serving each traffic flow; iii) allocating an optical channel for each traffic flow, large enough to accommodate the required transceivers, ensuring spectral contiguity of its spectrum slots and separation of spectrally-adjacent channels by means of guardbands over each core. Note that using multiple modulation formats and baud rates leads to a trade-off between transmission reaches, maximum tolerated inter-core crosstalk and transmission capacity: low baud rates and modulation formats with low spectral efficiency achieve longer reaches and tolerate higher crosstalk, but increase spectrum and transceiver usage. Conversely, high baud rates and modulation formats with high spectral efficiency reduce the number of transceivers (and thus specrum usage) needed to serve a traffic demand, at the price of lower reaches and low inter-core crosstalk tolerance, which imposes to leave unoccupied some spectrum portions 0090-6778 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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of the neighbor cores. Moreover, as the channel bandwidth needed to serve a demand depends on the transceiver capacity, which is a function of the baud rate and modulation format adopted for transmission, the usage of multiple baud rates and modulation formats makes it impossible to pre-compute the bandwidth requirement of a traffic request and to use it as problem input, therefore the channel bandwidth becomes an optimization variable of the problem. It follows that the problem complexity is increased with respect to a scenario where a single combination of baud rate and modulation format is available. We define this problem as Baud rate, Modulation format, Spectrum and Core Assignment (BMSCA) and show that it is NP-hard. Moreover, we provide two alternative Integer Linear Programs (ILPs), as well as heuristic algorithms to solve large problem instances. Though some studies on static and dynamic approaches for spectrum and core assignment in MCFs have already appeared [10] , to the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to model and solve it for a given offered traffic in presence of multiple modulation formats and by taking into account the crosstalk impact depending on the number of adjacent interfering cores on the link power budget. Our numerical results provide useful insights on the structure of the optimal solutions and show that the proposed heuristic algorithms closely approaches the optimum in most of the considered scenarios.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly overviews the related scientific literature, whereas in Section III we describe the network and transceiver model and we discuss how to compute the transmission reaches over MCFs for different baud rates and modulation formats. The mathematical formulations used to optimally solve the BMSCA problem with MCFs are presented in Section IV, whereas heuristic approaches are discussed in Section V. Numerical results are commented in Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Some networking problems in MCF networks have been already investigated in recent studies (see survey [11] for a thorough overview). Reference [12] was the first study to deal with resource allocation in a MCF network. The authors proposed an ILP and a heuristic algorithm for Routing, Spectrum and Core Allocation (RSCA) in flexi-grid MCF networks, considering intercore crosstalk and minimizing the index of the rightmost occupied spectrum slice over the whole network. Even though in in our paper we consider similar optimization objectives, [12] assumes the adoption of a single modulation format. A variation of the model is proposed in [13] to minimize the overall network cost due to switching modules required for the different cores of the input/output fibers in optical crossconnects.
An ILP and a heuristic algorithm for the anycast planning problem in flexi-grid MCF networks are discussed in [14] , assuming that a single modulation format is adopted for transmission. All the studies mentioned so far adopt a worstcase approach for crosstalk calculation, which consists in considering all the neighbor cores as interfering, regardless to their actual spectrum occupation.
In [15] , an ILP investigating the impact of MIMO-based crosstalk suppression on the RSCA problem is proposed. With the MIMO technology, several co-propagating signals over the same wavelengths of adjacent cores can be recovered if they are all received and processed at the same receiving node, because the accumulated inter-core crosstalk can be eliminated via digital signal processing at their common receiver. The authors evaluate the benefits of MIMO-enabled crosstalk suppression w.r.t. a benchmark scenario where MIMO technology is not adopted. The formulation incorporates an additive crosstalk model, i.e., every traffic request is assumed to suffer an amount of crosstalk proportional to the number of neighboring cores, and the total crosstalk amount must not exceed a given threshold. A similar crosstalk model is used in [16] , where an ILP minimizing the total capital expenditures for the deployment of an optical network with both single-core and multi-core links is provided. In our model, we adopt the same crosstalk modeling approach but we do not make use of MIMO receivers. Conversely, we consider a flexi-grid scenario with multiple baud rates and modulation formats, whereas in [15] and [16] a standard WDM grid and pre-defined bandwidth demands for each traffic requests are considered.
In [17] , a low-complexity node-arc-based ILP formulation for RSCA with crosstalk worst-case approach is proposed and compared to a reference formulation which models crosstalk exactly and allows for definition of different crosstalk thresholds. A crosstalk-aware heuristic algorithm is also proposed. Also in this study, pre-defined bandwidth demands for each traffic requests are assumed. Note that when considering multiple transceiver modulation formats and baud rates, the complexity of the problem is increased, as the channel bandwidth cannot be precomputed and becomes an optimization variable: indeed, depending on the number of adjacent lit cores and on the link length, some combinations of baud rates and modulation formats will be infeasible and some others will result feasible but, given the spectral efficiency of the considered modulation format and the considered baud rate, each of them will require a different channel width to accommodate the traffic.
In [10] and [18] , a heuristic for RSCA with a static traffic matrix is proposed; reach values of different modulations formats are calculated considering that SNR degradation is mainly induced by ASE noise and crosstalk. In our paper we refine this reach calculation by considering the actual number of lit neighboring cores when evaluating the crosstalk and by also taking into account the reach limitations due to nonlinear effects. Moreover, we compute reach values for MCF transmission considering not only multiple modulation formats but also different transceiver baud rates.
Under assumption of dynamic traffic, [4] , [19] , and [20] discuss several heuristic algorithms for spectrum and core allocation in an on-demand scenario for joint reduction of intercore crosstalk and spectrum fragmentation. Reference [21] extends [19] in the framework of the novel Architectureon-Demand concept. The proposed methods are based on core/spectrum prioritization and classification criteria, which privilege the assignment of traffic requests to non-adjacent cores or to non-overlapping spectrum portions in adjacent cores. Reference [22] further extends the framework, considering multiple modulation formats, but the choice of the format to be used to serve each traffic request is pre-determined before performing core and spectrum assignment, based on the number of hops traversed by the lightpath depending on its route, which is determined during an initial routing phase. Reference [23] proposes five heuristics for dynamic RSCA, but does not take into account crosstalk impairments. A heuristic algorithm for dynamic RSCA in presence of MIMO Digital Signal Processing compensation techniques is proposed in [24] , whereas a heuristic for RSCA re-optimization in a software defined network framework is discussed in [25] . In [26] and [27] , heuristic algorithms for dynamic RSCA over trench-assisted MCFs (i.e., fibers with index trench structure around each core, which achieve drastic crosstalk reduction w.r.t. standard fibers with step index) are discussed. Our heuristic approach focuses on a static traffic scenario and on a single MCF optical link, and accounts for multiple modulation formats and a detailed crosstalk modeling that allows for investigation of the most effective tradeoff between spectral efficiency and number of lit cores. 1 
III. FLEXI GRID AND REACH MODEL IN PRESENCE OF CROSSTALK

A. Reach Model
We consider transmission of polarization-multiplexed (PM) optical signals in a high-spatial-efficient 19-core fiber [29] . Compared to other commonly-considered 7-core and 12-core fibers [2] , the 19-core fiber ensures higher capacity and reaches a spatial efficiency of 7.4. 2 We assess the maximum transmission reach for several modulation formats, to guarantee a target Bit Error Rate (BER) of 3.8 · 10 −3 at 7%-overhead FEC threshold level. We assume that the spectrum is divided in slices of 12.5 GHz and that transceivers support polarization-multiplexed (PM) QPSK and M -QAM modulated signals, with M = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, at a baud rate B = 28, 14 GBaud, occupying an optical bandwidth F of 37.5 and 25 GHz, respectively. Neighbor channels must be separated by a guardband of given spectral width G. Moreover, we consider a WDM balanced multispan optically-amplified link, where multicore EDFAs [30] with noise figure of 6 dB are used to exactly compensate for the losses of each span of length 50 km. The chosen span length is shorter than a typical terrestrial span length for single-mode fiber links (80 − 100 km), due to the fact that multicore EDFA amplifiers [30] , [31] show a smaller gain with respect to single-mode EDFA amplifiers, especially in 1 Note that a preliminary version of this study appeared in [28] . With respect to [28] , this paper provides extensive reach computations over a 19-core fiber link for different combinations of baud rates and modulation formats, reports the details of two Integer Linear Programs to optimally solve the BMSCA problem, and introduces two novel heuristic approaches to tackle large instances. 2 Spatial efficiency is calculated as the number of cores by the ratio between the cladding cross-section areas of the considered MCF and a corresponding single mode fiber, by compacting 19 cores in a cladding diameter of 200μm.
case of high number of cores. Therefore, we envisage that 50 km could be a realistic span length in future multicore fiber links with 19-core EDFA. The 19-core MCF considered in our paper is characterized by an attenuation coefficient of 0.227 dB/km [29] , resulting in a 50-km span attenuation of 11.4 dB. In addition to the optical noise introduced by EDFAs, we also take into account the signal impairments due to the nonlinear optical effects (evaluated by using the Gaussian noise model in [32] ) and the inter-core crosstalk (evaluated as an equivalent Gaussian noise [33] ). To account for the non-ideal behavior of the coherent receiver and for a filtering penalty, optical margins of 2 and 1.5 dB are introduced at B equal to 28 and 14 Gbaud, respectively. We determined the optimal values of the total transmitted power (over all wavelengths and polarizations) to maximize the reach, obtaining 18.5 and 18.8 dBm, at B equal to 28 and 14 Gbaud, respectively. Two different crosstalk scenarios are considered: i) average crosstalk of −25 dB between two adjacent cores after a single span propagation (as inferred from measurements reported in [29] ); ii) average crosstalk of −40 dB, to envisage possible future crosstalk reduction in next years. In both scenarios we consider two different total spectrum widths, namely 4 THz and 0.5 THz. The former considers a fully occupied C-band, whereas the latter considers a lowly-loaded link. Moreover, we assume the crosstalk coming from nonadjacent cores as negligible and report the total crosstalk per span due to interference of adjacent lit cores. Note that we do not consider MIMO processing at the receiver, i.e., we treat interference as noise. This assumption is conservative since it does not exploit the benefit of MIMO DSP at the receiver.
Tables I and II report the transmission reaches calculated for each combination of baud rate, modulation format and number of adjacent lit cores, γ, following the assumptions commented above. The total average crosstalk experienced by a given core is the sum of the individual average crosstalk contributions from each neighbor (i.e., total crosstalk depends on the total number of neighboring lit cores). In the considered 19-core MCF, where the cores are disposed in a hexagonal close-packed arrangement, the number of lit neighboring cores varies from a minimum of 0 (i.e., no inter-core crosstalk) to a maximum of 6.
From the two Tables, it is evident that a reduction of the reach is due to the crosstalk originated by the neighboring cores, especially in the scenario of an average single-span crosstalk of −25 dB between two adjacent cores, with respect to the case of no crosstalk. The reported reaches are all calculated by taking into account the fiber-optic Kerr nonlinear effect through the GN model, using the formula of [32, eq. (15) ], which accounts for the effective bandwidth occupation of each wavelength channel (that is 28 GHz and 14 GHz, respectively). Moreover, to quantify the role of fiber nonlinearity, we also evaluated the reaches in absence of both nonlinearity and crosstalk. In the case of a symbol rate of 28 GBd, the calculated reaches are 8100, 3250, 1750, 900 and 400 km for 4-, 8-, 16-, 32-and 64-QAM modulation formats, respectively. Comparing these values with the reaches of Table I calculated taking into account the Kerr nonlinear 
B. Flexi Grid Model
As depicted in Fig. 1 , we assume that the optical spectrum is subdivided in a flexi-grid of frequency slots of granularity ψ GHz. The available spectrum portion on every core is S = kψ GHz (with k integer).
If a traffic request exceeds the capacity of a single transceiver, it can be served by a number b of adjacent transceivers forming a superchannel, which is handled and switched as a single entity [34] , given that it is separated from the adjacent (super)channels by a guardband of G = mψ GHz (with m integer), in order to avoid overlapping and crosstalk among neighbor signals (in Fig. 1, a 1 slot guardband is assumed) . The superchannel bandwidth can be computed as bB, where B = nψ is the transceiver optical bandwidth, expressed as integer multiple of the slot width.
Transceivers working at baud rates B = 14 GBd (respectively B = 25 GBd) occupy 2φ = 25 GHz (respectively 3φ = 37 GHz). In the remainder of this paper, we will adopt the transmission reaches reported in Tables I and II. IV. THE BMSCA PROBLEM WITH MCF In this Section we first formally define the BMSCA problem, then provide two alternative ILP formulations to optimally solve it, compare their respective complexities and prove the NP-hardness of the problem.
A. Problem Definition and Assumptions
Given a multicore link of fixed length, the adjacency matrix of its cores (which depends on their physical placement within the fiber cladding) and a number of traffic requests of arbitrary volumes, the BMSCA problem consists in:
• attributing a core used for transmission to every lightpath.
• choosing the number of transceivers serving the traffic streamed over each lightpath, as well as the combination of baud rate and modulation format adopted for transmission.
• allocating a (super)channel for each lightpath (with bandwidth large enough to accommodate the transceiver pair(s) necessary to serve the traffic flow), ensuring spectral contiguity between spectrum slots associated to the same lightpath and separation of spectrally adjacent (super)channels by means of guardbands. The core and spectrum assignment and the choice of transceivers' baud rates and modulation formats is subject to crosstalk constraints: more in detail, the reach of a given combination of baud rate and modulation format used to serve a traffic request over a lightpath allocated on a core depends on the total amount of inter-core crosstalk, which in turn depends on the number of adjacent lit cores where the same spectrum portion is occupied for transmission by other lightpaths.
B. Slice-Based Formulation
Sets: • y tc : binary variable, it is 1 if traffic request t ∈ T is allocated over core c ∈ C • z tsc : binary variable, it is 1 if traffic request t ∈ T occupies slice s ∈ S of core c ∈ C • f ts : binary variable, it is 1 if s ∈ S is the rightmost slice of the optical (super)channel used to serve request t ∈ T • w tmb : integer positive variable indicating the number of transceivers operating at baud rate b ∈ B and modulation format m ∈ M used to serve request t ∈ T • β tmb : binary variable, it is 1 if transceivers operating at baud rate b ∈ B and modulation format m ∈ M are used to serve request t ∈ T • x tc : binary variable, it is 1 if the (super)channel of request t suffers of interference due to occupation of at most c − 1 adjacent cores (on at least one of the corresponding (super)channel slices) • φ: integer positive variable indicating the index of the rightmost occupied slice over all cores Objective Function:
By properly tuning the value of the two multiplicative factors α 1 , α 2 , we minimize either the index of the rightmost occupied spectrum slice H s (when α 1 α 2 ) or the number of installed transceivers N t (when α 1 α 2 ). Note that, in case of multiple configurations providing minimum H s (resp. N t ), this objective functions allows to choose the one which minimizes N t (resp. H s ).
Constraints:
s∈S,c∈C
Constraint 2 imposes that each traffic request is allocated in exactly one core, whereas Constraint 3 ensures that the total capacity of the transceivers used to serve a request is sufficient to accommodate its traffic volume. Constraints 4 and 5 impose that multiple baud rates/modulation formats do not coexist in a single (super)channel. 3 Constraint 6 guarantees that the number of slices allocated to a request equals the optical bandwidth of the (super)channel formed by contiguously placing the transceivers required to serve it. Constraint 7 imposes contiguity among the slices allocated to each request, whereas Constraint 8 sets the variable f ts to the rightmost slice number used to serve request t (note that, since the variables z tsc and f ts are binary, the index s is used as multiplicative factor to obtain the corresponding slice number). Constraint 9 guarantees that only one ending slice is selected for each traffic request and Constraint 10 sets variable φ to the rightmost occupied slice over all cores. Constraint 11 ensures coherence between the values of the variables y tc and z tsc , whereas Constraint 12 ensures that each slice of every core is occupied by at most one traffic request. Constraints 13 and 14 count, for each (super)channel allocated on a given core, the number of neighbor cores where at least one of the corresponding slices is occupied. Finally, Constraint 15 guarantees that only one of the feasible choices of baud rates and modulation formats is used for the transceivers serving each traffic request, i.e., the corresponding reach must exceed the link length despite the interference due to the occupation of (part of) the same (super)channel spectrum portion in the neighboring cores. More in detail, for each slice included in the (super)channel that serves a request, the number of neighboring cores where the same slice is occupied is counted. The maximum number of neighbors is then considered (e.g., if a channel occupies three slices, the first slice is occupied in one of the neighbor cores, the second slice is occupied in three neighbor cores and the third one is occupied in two neighbor cores, then the number of neighbors considered for the computation of the reach limitations is three).
C. Configuration-Based Formulation
An alternative ILP formulation for the BMSCA problem considers the spectrum slices one at a time and enumerates the configurations of cores in which such slice is in use. Therefore, in addition to the previous sets, the set K including all the possible configurations of lit cores is introduced, as well as a boolean parameter ψ ck , which is set to 1 if core c ∈ C is lit in configuration k ∈ K. Some examples of configurations are reported in Fig. 2 , where grey circles represent lit cores. Moreover, parameter n mbc is replaced by n mbck , which is set to 1 if the reach of a transceiver operating at baud rate b ∈ B and modulation format m ∈ M over core c ∈ C is compatible with the link length when configuration k ∈ K is adopted for a given slice. An additional binary variable η ks is used to indicate if configuration k ∈ K is used over the s-th slice of the cores, whereas variable x tc is eliminated. Constraints 2-11 remain unvaried, whereas Constraints 12-15 are replaced by the following ones:
Constraint 16 ensures that only one configuration of core usage is chosen for every spectrum slice; Constraint 17 guarantees coherence between the values of variables z tsc and η ks ; Constraint 18 imposes reach limitations, depending on the core allocation of the considered request and on the number of adjacent lit cores.
D. Complexity Discussion
The complexity of the slice-based formulation in terms of number of variables and constraints is O(|T | · (|C| · |S| + |M | · |B|)) and O(|T | · |C| · (|M | · |B| + |S|)), respectively, whereas the complexity of the configuration-based formulation is O(|S|·|K| + |T |·(|S|·|C| + |M |·|B|)) and O(|T |·|S|·|C|· |M | · |B| · |K|).
Note that, if all the possible configurations of cores are considered, then |K| = 2 |C| . However, such amount can be significantly reduced (e.g. by excluding symmetric configurations), though at the price of making the spectrum Fig. 2 . The adjacency graph G of a 19 core fiber (a); examples of a maximal 1-independent set (b), a 2-independent set (c), a 3-independent set (d), a 4-independent set (e), a 5-independent set (f), a 6-independent set (g) and a 7-independent set (h) induced over G.
contiguity constraint harder to be satisfied, therefore possibly forcing φ to higher values w.r.t. those obtained with the slicebased formulation.
Since the number of available combinations of modulation formats and baud rates can be reasonably assumed to be much lower than the number of spectrum slices, the number of variables of the slice-based formulation can be safely approximated
as O(|T |·|S|·|C|), whereas in the configuration-based formulation it can be approximated as O(|S|(|K| + |T | · |C|)).
Therefore, if |K| |T | · |C| (which can be obtained by selecting a subset of the 2 |C| possible core configurations), the number of variables of the two formulations is comparable. Conversely, the number of constraints is always higher in the configuration-based formulation than in the slice-based formulation (i.e
., approximately O(|T | · |S| · |C|) for the sliceformulation versus O(|T | · |S| · |C| · |M | · |B| · |K|) for the configuration-based formulation).
Note that the configuration-based formulation, though more complex in terms of number of constraints, allows for a pre-selection of the allowed configurations of lit cores, thus helping in breaking symmetries in the problem formulation that may rise in presence of symmetric dispositions of the cores within the fiber cladding. In such case, many alternative optimal solutions can be obtained by simply renumbering some of the cores (as an example, a configuration equivalent to the one reported in Figure 2b ) could be obtained by using cores 9, 11, 13, 15, 17 and 19 instead of cores 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18), leading to slow convergence in the branch-andbound algorithms implemented by ILP solvers.
We now prove the NP-hardness of the BMSCA problem.
Theorem 1:
The BMCSA problem is NP-hard. Proof: Let us consider an offered traffic with |T | ≤ |C| requests of equal volume ν t . Assume that only one modulation format has a reach r ≥ L, that such reach tolerates up to γ neighboring lit cores, and that the spectrum occupation of transceivers used to serve one traffic request is exactly |S| slices (i.e., each traffic request fully occupies the available spectrum of one core). Even in this simplified case, the problem of determining a feasible traffic allocation in a MCF turns out to be equivalent to finding the maximal (γ + 1)-independent subset of vertices over a graph G(V, E) [35] (where nodes v ∈ V represent the cores and links e(v, v ) ∈ E between node pairs v, v exist only if they represent neighboring cores), which is a well-known NP-hard problem [36] .
An example of such graph G(V, E) for the 19-core MCF is shown in Fig. 2a) . A subset of vertices V ⊆ V is defined to be (γ + 1)-independent if it induces in G(V, E) a subgraph G(V , E) (where E = {e(v, v ) ∈ E : v, v ∈ V }) of maximum degree at most γ ("degree" is the number of its outgoing links). In Fig. 2b ) a 1-independent maximal set (i.e., a 1-independent set having maximum cardinality) is shown, where 7 nodes (depicted in grey) are included, each one having degree 0 (i.e., γ = 0). Figs. 2c)-2h) report other examples of γ + 1-independent maximal sets, with γ ranging from 1 to 6. Under these simplified assumptions, if |V | ≥ |T |, allocating the |T | traffic requests in the cores corresponding to the nodes of any set V ⊆ V : |V | = |T | provides a feasible solution for the BMCSA problem. In real scenarios, |T | is expected to exceed |C|, and the volumes ν t may assume arbitrary values. Hence, the BMCSA problem requires to solve multiple correlated γ + 1-independent set problems (in the worst case, one for each slice s ∈ S).
V. HEURISTICS FOR THE CSA PROBLEM
As the complexity of the ILP formulations proposed in Section IV raises rapidly according to the product of the number of traffic requests, spectrum slices and number of cores, we now propose two heuristic algorithms to solve large instances of the BMCSA problem. The approaches we propose adopt a two-step procedure to solve the BMSCA problem: both first select a configuration of lit cores and then perform core and spectrum allocation of each traffic request. The procedure is repeated for different configurations and, at the end, the one providing the best solution is chosen.
A. Minimization of Spectrum Usage
Following the above described approach, let us assume we arbitrarily choose a configuration of lit cores. If the objective is spectrum usage minimization, the BMCSA problem can then be reformulated as a Parallel Machine Scheduling (PMS) problem, where cores represent processors, traffic requests represent jobs and the number of slices occupied by a request over a given core represents the time taken by a given processor to conclude the job. The spectrum occupation of a request over a given core depends on the number of adjacent lit cores which, in the analogy, represent the computational capabilities of the given processor. Note that, once the configuration of lit cores has been chosen, the number of adjacent lit cores is known and the spectrum occupation of a request to be assigned to a given core can be computed, under worst-case assumption that all the slots of the adjacent cores are occupied. The problem objective is the minimization of φ, i.e., the minimization of the overall time necessary to perform all the parallel jobs. Literature offers a wide range of heuristic algorithms to solve the PMS problem (see [37] , [38] ): in the remainder of this paper we will adopt the one proposed in [39] .
Based on that, we formulate a heuristic algorithm for the BMSCA problem with spectrum usage minimization in Algorithm 1. The algorithm pre-selects a set of lit core configurations 4 (line 1), for each of them it orders the requests according to their minimum spectrum occupation -i.e. the number of spectrum slices they would require if allocated on the core allowing for the most spectrally efficient combination of baud rate and modulation format -(lines 3-10), then applies the heuristic proposed in [39] to assign requests to cores (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Note that [39] proposes different alternative criteria for the traffic request ordering performed at lines 7-10: in this work, we opt for the non-increasing ordering criterion based on the value of p t computed at line 8. Finally, the configuration providing the lowest φ is returned (line 17).
The complexity of the algorithm is O(|K||T | log |T |).
B. Minimization of the Number of Installed Transceivers
Again, let us assume we arbitrarily choose a configuration of lit cores. If the objective is the minimization of the number of installed transceivers, a possible heuristic for the BMCSA problem consists in: 1) ordering the cores based on the number of their lit neighbors, in non-decreasing order; 2) ordering traffic requests based on their volume, in nonincreasing order; 3) starting from the first core of the ordered core list, assigning traffic requests from the ordered requests list with first fit approach, using the combination of modulation format and baud rate that minimizes the number of transceivers required to serve the traffic (compatibly with the link length and the number of adjacent lit cores). 3: for all lit cores c in configuration k do 4: considering the number of lit cores adjacent to c in configuration k, find the most spectrally efficient choice of modulation format m and baud rate b with reach exceeding the link length L 5: store the corresponding R mb in a variable R c mb 6: end for 7: for all traffic request t ∈ T do 8: compute p t = min c∈k νt R c mb F b + G 9: end for 10: order requests in non-increasing order of p t in list L T 11: Initialize φ c = 0 on all cores c ∈ k 12: while L T = do 13: consider the first traffic request t of list L T , find the core c ∈ k such that φ c + νt
14:
Assign request t to the leftmost
end while 16 : end for 17: return core and spectrum assignment of configuration k with minimum Φ k (if all configurations lead to infeasible solutions, return ∞)
The above described steps are implemented by Algorithm 2, which repeats them for different core configurations and identifies the one leading to the core and spectrum assignment with lowest amount of installed transceivers. The complexity of the algorithm is O(|K||T | log |T |).
VI. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS
For our numerical analysis of the proposed BMCSA-solving methods, we consider a 19-core fiber link with length of 100, 500, 1000 and 1500 km and two different adjacent inter-core crosstalk values (either −25 dB or −40 dB). If not differently stated, the offered traffic consists in a variable amount (from |T | = 1 to 460) of traffic requests of 1 Tbps each. The optical spectrum per link is 4 THz (|S| = 320) 5 and guardband spacing G is 12.5 GHz. The ILP formulations of the BMSCA problem have been optimally solved using the CPLEX solver, considering the number of lit cores adjacent to c in configuration k, find the most spectrally efficient choice of modulation format m and baud rate b with reach exceeding the link length 6: store the corresponding R mb in a variable R c mb 7: end for 8: order traffic requests in non-increasing volume order, store them in the ordered list L T . 9: initialize variable N T k to 0 10: while L T = do 11: assign the first traffic request t of list L T to the first core c of list L C having at least 
A. Upper Bounds on Fiber Capacity
In this subsection, we aim at answering to the following question: how many cores should be lit in a MCF to maximize capacity? Intuition suggests that the higher is the number of lit cores, the higher is the total capacity of the link. However, this proves to hold only for very short-sized links.
In order to thoroughly answer this question, we derive upper bounds on the maximum theoretical capacity (i.e., the capacity that would be obtained by transmitting over all spectrum slices without using guardbands) of a MCF. To derive this upper bound, we simply individuate the most spectrally efficient choice of baud rate b and modulation format m for a given link length and number of adjacent lit cores γ, based on the results of Tables I and II and compute the value
where W is the cardinality of the maximal γ + 1-independent subset.
In Fig. 3 , we plot the maximum theoretical capacity of the 19-core fiber link as a function of its length and of γ. Intuitively, using all cores (hence accepting γ = 6) is the most efficient solution for links below 100 km in the −25 dB loss per span scenario and below 5000 km in the −40 dB loss per span scenario, since highly efficient modulation formats can be used on every core even in presence of several lit neighbors (i.e., the optimal configuration is the one with 6 or 7-independent subgraphs, as depicted in Fig. 2(g-h) ). Conversely, for links above 1500 km in the −25 dB loss per span scenario and above 7500 km in the −40 dB loss per span scenario, transmission can be supported only on cores with no lit neighbors (i.e., γ = 0, leading to an optimal configuration of a 1-independent subgraph, as depicted in Fig. 2(b) ) using modulation formats with low spectrally efficiency (i.e., DP-8-QAM with 28 Gbd transceivers for links between 1800 and 2000 km, DP-8-QAM with 14 Gbd transceivers for links between 2000 and 3000 km, DP-QPSK with 28 Gbd transceivers for links between 3000 and 5000 km in the −25 dB loss per span scenario; DP-QPSK with 14 Gbd transceivers for links between 7500 and 8900 km in the −40 dB loss per span scenario). For links of medium length, the best tradeoff between number of lit cores and spectral efficiency of the modulation formats must be identified: e.g., in the −25 dB loss per span scenario, using less cores with higher modulation formats enables higher transmission capacity for link lengths around 400 − 1500 km, while in the −40 dB scenario such trend emerges at much higher link lengths, i.e., above 5000 km.
It follows that the optimal choice of the number of cores to be lit depends on both the link length and on the crosstalk intensity and that the intuitive approach "the more, the better" proves not to be a general rule. This preliminary analysis motivates our following numerical assessment, that shows how our ILP-and heuristic-based optimization strategies can find the best solution to the BMCSA problem. and use the most spectrally efficient modulation format with reach higher than L and the cores belonging to a maximal γ m + 1-independent subset, where γ m is highest number of lit neighboring cores tolerated by such modulation format (these solutions could be easily obtained also with Algorithm 2). Then, for |T | >T , additional cores must be lit (if possible): this imposes the usage of less advanced modulation formats, which in turn causes a sharp increase in N t . For example, this situation emerges for L = 100 km when crosstalk is −25 dB, or for L = 1500, 1000 and 500 km in case of −40 dB crosstalk (note the sudden slope increases in the N t graphs of Fig. 4) . In Fig. 6 (left) , we plot the percentage of transceivers operating at a given modulation format in the optimal solution minimizing N t , for increasing traffic load (we fix length to 100 km and a value of −25 dB crosstalk). Results show that, for |T | ≤T , 28 GBd transceivers using 32-QAM are used, as this choice is the most spectrally efficient. Then, for |T | >T , the optimal solution adopts 16-QAM, as 16-QAM tolerates a higher number of adjacent lit cores than 32-QAM. Eventually, even 8-QAM is adopted for traffic load above 260 requests (i.e., in correspondence of the second line bending in Fig. 4, top left graph) . Fig. 5 shows N t (left) and H s (right) for increasing traffic |T |, obtained when minimizing H s . We observe that the usage of the most efficient modulation format is not always the optimal solution even for low loads. In fact, for some traffic loads, using less advanced modulation formats allows for a more compact spectrum allocation over a larger number of cores, even though each traffic request occupies a larger number of slices. This causes the sawtooth increase of N t in the rightmost graphs of Fig. 5 . Also in this case, to get an insight of the modulation-format assignments in the optimal solution, in Fig. 6 (left) we consider a 100 km fiber with −25 dB attenuation and, for each modulation format adopted in the optimal solutions (minimizing H s ), we plot the percentage of transceivers operating at such format versus the traffic load. Results show that 28 GBd transceivers operating at 32, 16 and 8-QAM coexist (though with variable percentages) in most of the scenarios, whereas 14 GBd transceivers operating at 16-QAM appear only for very low loads.
B. Minimization of Spectrum Usage and Transceiver Number
C. Performance of Heuristic Algorithms for BMSCA
We now evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithms presented in Section V. In both algorithms, we assume that set K contains the 7 maximal γ-independent sets reported in Fig. 2b )-h), with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 6.
For the sake of generality, we first report results obtained for traffic requests of variable sizes, obtained by generating random compositions of |T | elements of an overall traffic volume of |T | Tbps, with minimum granularity of 50 Gbps. This way, ranging again |T | from 1 to 460, the total load over the multicore link and the number of requests are the same as in the sce- nario with fixed 1 Tbps requests. We compare three ordering criteria of the traffic requests based on their volume (see line 10 in Algorithm 1 and line 8 in Algorithm 2): non-decreasing, non-increasing and random order. Due to the lack of space, we only report results obtained for a 1500 km fiber with −40 dB attenuation (results obtained for different fiber lengths and for −25 dB attenuation showed a similar trend). Results are averaged over 50 runs and 95% confidence intervals are reported. As plotted in Fig. 7 , the non-increasing ordering criterion provides the best results when minimizing spectrum usage, especially for high link loads. Conversely, results obtained with Algorithm 2 (i.e., when minimizing N t ) did not show significant differences among the three ordering criteria.
In Table III we report some statistics on the percent gap on the values of N t (left) and H s (right) obtained with Algorithms 1 and 2 with respect to the optimal values, for both −25 dB and −40 dB crosstalk values. In order to allow for direct comparison with the optimal results presented in the previous subsections, fixed 1 Tbps requests have been considered. Note that the total number of considered scenarios (i.e., the number of instances) varies with the link length and crosstalk values, as we generated one instance for each value of |T | starting from 1 up to the maximum feasible cardinality (i.e. the maximum number of traffic requests that can be feasibly accommodated on the multicore link) which was defined based on the optimal results reported in Figs. 4 and 5. For each combination of crosstalk and fiber-length values, we report the total number of feasible instances obtained via the CPLEX solver, the number of instances for which the heuristic algorithms could not find a feasible solution (though it exists), the number of instances for which the heuristic algorithms could find the optimal solution and the number of instances for which the heuristic solution was below x% with x = 5, 10, 15.
In all the considered scenarios average gaps are below 3%, with the only exception of a 1000 km link with −40 dB attenuation, for which gaps the average gap is around 17%. As expected, in the case of transceiver minimization, Algorithm 2 always finds optimal values when only the most spectrallyefficient choice of baud rate and modulation formats is used (this happens as long as |T | <T , i.e. below the x-axis value corresponding to the first change of slope in the left side of the respective graphs in Fig. 4 ), whereas gaps start to emerge when multiple combinations of baud rates and modulation formats are included in the optimal solution (which happens i.e., for 100 km fibers with −25 dB attenuation and for 500, 1000 and 1500 km fibers with −40 dB attenuation), i.e., when the optimal solution cannot be straightforwardly obtained with a greedy approach. In more than a half of the considered instances, also Algorithm 1 is able to find optimal solutions when minimizing H t . Again, this happens when only one choice of baud rate and modulation format is in use (which happens i.e., for 500 and 1500 km fibers with −25 dB attenuation and for 100 km fibers with −40 dB attenuation). In the rest of the instances, gaps rarely exceed 15%. Note that, since in our considered scenarios all the traffic requests have 1 Tbps volume, the impact of the ordering criterion adopted in Algorithms 1 and 2 is eliminated. Note also that the computational times of both algorithms (run over a machine equipped with an Intel i7 processor) were in the order of a few seconds for all the considered scenarios. Finally, we compare the performance of Algorithm 1 with the RSCA algorithm proposed in [17, Algorithm 2] , which aims at minimizing the rightmost occupied slice and works under assumption that a single baud rate and modulation format is used for all the installed transceivers. Therefore, different runs of the algorithm in [17] have been performed, considering every combination of baud rate and modulation format with reach above the link length (at least for the 0 lit neighbor case). For the sake of conciseness, results are reported for a 1500 km fiber with −40 dB attenuation (trends obtained for different fiber lengths and for −25 dB attenuation are similar). As plotted in Fig. 8 , Algorithm 1 outperforms the algorithm proposed in [17] for every feasible choice of modulation format and baud rate. This is due to the fact that our proposed algorithm considers solutions where different combinations of baud rates and modulation formats coexist.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the problem of assigning a core, a modulation format and a baud rate to traffic requests over a multicore fiber link. We proved that the problem is NPhard, we formalized it with two alternative ILPs, and provided effective heuristics to solve it with two different minimization objectives. Our illustrative numerical results confirm that our heuristic approaches can reach quasi-optimal results in most of the cases, and provide interesting insights on the structure of the optimal solution. For very short links, the optimal solution simply adopts the highest modulation format over all the available cores, but for longer links and high traffic, when crosstalk prevents the utilization of the most spectrallyefficient modulation format, the optimal solution can only be found using more advanced strategies (as the one proposed in this study), that can identify the best trade-off between number and position of lit cores, baud rate and modulation format adopted for transmission over each core in use.
